The minimal routing problem in mesh-connected multicomputers with faulty blocks is studied. 2-dimensional 2-D meshes are used to illustrate the approach. A su cient condition for minimal routing in 2-D meshes with faulty blocks is proposed. Unlike many other models that assume all the nodes know global fault distribution, our approach is based o n the concept of an extended safety level which is a special form of limited fault information. Fault information is distributed to a limited number of nodes while it is still su cient to support minimal routing. We study the existence of minimal paths at a given source n o de, limited distribution of fault information, and minimal routing itself. The proposed approach is also adaptive which allows all messages to use any minimal path. Our approach is the rst attempt to address adaptive and minimal routing in 2-D meshes with faulty blocks using limited fault information.
Introduction
Mesh-connected topology is one of the most thoroughly investigated network topologies for multicomputer systems. It is of importance due to its simple structure and its good performance in practice, and is becoming popular for reliable and high-speed communication switching. In a mesh-connected system a collection of processors also called nodes work together to solve large application problems. These nodes communicate and coordinate their e orts by sending and receiving messages through the underlying communication network. Thus, the performance of such a m ulticomputer system is dependent on the end-to-end cost of communication mechanisms. Routing time of messages is one of the key factors critical to the performance of multicomputers. Basically, routing is the process of transmitting data from the source node to the destination node in a given system. As the number of processors in a system increases, the probability of processor failure also increases. Therefore, it is important to design a fault-tolerant routing process.
A fault-tolerant routing process should guarantee the delivery of messages in the presence of faulty components. In general, fault-tolerant schemes depend on the following four decisions: 1 Type of fault region: convex and concave. 2 Distribution of fault information: local-information, global-information, and limited-global-information. 3 Routing protocol: progressive and backtracking. 4 Optimality: minimal and nonminimal.
Disconnected rectangular blocks convex fault regions 1 , 2 , 4 , 7 , 8 are most commonly used fault model. First, a node labeling scheme that identi es nodes that cause routing di culties is de ned. Adjacent nodes with labels including faulty nodes form faulty rectangular regions. Most of these approaches are similar in terms of fault tolerance capability and are based on local-fault information, i.e., the fault information is distributed only among the neighbors of faulty b l o c ks. Intermediate nodes do not know the location of faults unless they are neighbors of faults. Therefore, nonminimal paths are used to bypass faults. Since fault regions are convex, a routing protocol can still be progressive without backtracking.
Several fault-tolerant routing approaches have been proposed for non-convex faulty regions 9 and for faults without any distribution constraints 6 . Both approaches use the backtracking protocol and are based on local information. In 5 , a fault-tolerant routing for 2-D meshes based on the concept of safe unsafe nodes is proposed, where faults are categoried as row column faults and dead end east, west, north, south. A nonfaulty node's status safe or unsafe is decided based on row column faults and dead end information. This approach is progressive but nonminimal.
The safety-level-based or safety-vector-based routing 11 , 12 , a special form of limited-globalinformation-based routing, is a compromise between local-information-based and global-information-based approaches. In this type of routing neighborhood fault information is captured by a n i n teger or a binary vector associated with each node. For example, in a binary hypercube, if a node is associated with a safety level k, then there is at least one Hamming distance path also called minimal path from this node to any node within the k-Hamming-distance. Using the level or vector associated with each node a routing algorithm can obtain an minimal solution and requires a relatively simple process to collect and maintain fault information in the neighborhood. The safetylevel-based routing has been successfully applied to high-dimensional mesh-connected topologies such as binary hypercubes, but it is less e cient when directly applied to low-dimensional mesh-connected topologies such as 2-D meshes and tori.
In this paper we extend the safety level concept to low-dimensional mesh-connected multicomputers and use 2-D meshes as an example. The challenge is to nd a minimal path in a mesh with faulty blocks. The amount of limited-global-information should be kept to a minimum and it should be easy to obtain and maintain. Speci cally, we address the issues of existence of a minimal path at a given source node, limited distribution of fault information, and minimal routing itself. The proposed approach is also adaptive allowing the routing process to use any minimal path. Our approach is the rst attempt to address minimal routing in 2-D meshes with faulty blocks using limited fault information. Although our study focuses only on 2-D meshes, the results can be easily extended to other low-dimensional mesh-connected multicomputers such as 3-D meshes and 2-D tori. See 3 for details.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basic concepts of routing in 2-D meshes and fault models. We a l s o p o i n t out some general problems of existing approaches as part of the motivation for this paper. An k-ary ndimensional n-D mesh with N = k n nodes has an interior node degree of 2n and the network diameter of kn , 1. Each node has an address a 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a n , where 1 a i k. Two nodes a 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a n and Routing is a process of sending a message from a source to a destination. Throughout this paper, the source is 0; 0 and the destination is i; j with i; j 0. A routing is minimal if the length of the routing path from the source to the destination is the distance between these two nodes, i.e., Hamming distance jij + jjj. We consider here only minimal routing, i.e., the source node should not start a routing if there does not exist a minimal one. Therefore, there should be a simple method at the source node to determine the existence of a minimal path in a system with faulty blocks. A m o r e c hallenging issue is to nd a minimal path if there exists one by a voiding faulty blocks in the system.
The simplest routing algorithm is deterministic which de nes a single path between the source and destination. X-Y routing is an example of deterministic routing in which the message is rst forwarded along the X dimension and then routed along the Y dimension. Adaptive routing algorithms, on the other hand, support multiple paths between the source and destination. Fully adaptive and minimal routing algorithms allow all messages to use any minimal path. Most literature on fault-tolerant routing use disconnected rectangular blocks to model node faults link faults are treated as node faults and to facilitate routing in 2-D meshes. First, a node labeling scheme is dened and this scheme identi es nodes that cause routing di culties. Adjacent nodes with labels including faulty nodes form faulty rectangle regions 8 :
De nition 1: In a 2-D mesh a healthy node is initially safe; however, its status will be changed to unsafe if there are two or more unsafe or faulty neighbors. Connected unsafe and faulty nodes form a faulty block.
For example, if there are three faults 1; 1, 1; 2, and 2; 1, then the corresponding faulty block is a rectangle containing nodes 1; 1, 1; 2, 2; 1, and 2; 2. In a 2-D mesh each faulty block is a rectangle and the distance between any t wo faulty b l o c ks is at least three.
The convex nature of a faulty b l o c k facilities simple and deadlock-free routing. A healthy node that is marked unsafe, i.e., it is inside a faulty block, will be treated as a faulty n o d e . In a separate paper 10 we discuss approaches to activate healthy but unsafe nodes without complicating the routing process. To simplify our discussion, we assume that both source and destination nodes are outside a faulty b l o c k.
Almost all the existing fault-tolerant routing algorithms 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 use local fault information for block faults. Normally faulty block information is associated with adjacent nodes of each faulty b l o c k. Each intermediate node including the source node is not aware of the existence and location of a faulty block before reaching one. Minimal routing may not be possible even if there exists one. Figure 1 shows a simple routing example with source 0; 0 and destination i; i, and there is one faulty block. The reason for selecting i = j in the destination is to justify the fact that Y -bound and X-bound routing have the same probability when a random routing is used. Node l;k i s t h e i n tersection of two adjacent lines of this block and this intersection is the closest to the source. To reach i; i through a minimal path the routing message must visit a n o d e in the section between l;0 and l;i of line x = l.
If the routing message goes through nodes in the section between l;0 and l;i, a minimal routing path is generated; otherwise, the routing is nonminimal. Assuming that a fully adaptive and minimal routing is used, there is a total of , l+p p will lead to minimal paths. Table 1 shows the percentage of minimal routing for l and i. It is assumed that k = i=2; that is, half of the nodes along line x = i are blocked by the faulty block. However, the percentages of minimal routing are below 50 and this situation gets worse for large l. This result shows that the percentage of minimal routing can be very low for certain distributions of faulty blocks even if there exist many minimal paths.
Extended Safety Level
The following result provides a su cient condition at the source node for the existence of a minimal path and it serves as the basis of our approach: of the faulty block. In this way, the region x 0 a n d y 0 is partitioned into eight subregions: R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 5 , R 6 , R 7 , and R 8 see Figure 2 . Points that are on one of these four lines can be associated with either of two adjacent regions. Clearly, p o i n ts in regions R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 7 , a n d R 8 can be reached using any minimal routing algorithms. X-Y routing can be used to reach a n y p o i n ts in R 6 . Y-X routing rst Y and then X can reach points at R 4 . Either X-Y or Y-X routing can reach points at R 5 .
Assume that the theorem holds for m = k , 1.
When n = k, we draw a line L: y = j that goes through destination i; j. If there is no faulty block that goes through the section of L between points 0; j a n d i; j, then the minimal path is from 0; 0 to 0; j and then from 0; j to i; j a Y-X routing; otherwise, let faulty b l o c k C be the closest faulty block t o i; j that goes through line L see Figure 3 . path is healthy, i.e., it does not go through any f a u l t y block.
Now w e construct a path from 0; 0 to x 0 ; y . Note that any points in B will not be an intermediate node We can extend the safe node de nition to include the ones that meet the conditions in Theorem 2. Such a node is called extended safe with respect to a particular destination. For example, node 2,1 in Figure 4 is unsafe based on De nition 2 assuming node 0,0 If it goes across path A or path B, it must be eastbound north-bound to go across path A or path B at least once more in order to reaching i; j. In either case it contradicts to the construction procedure of path A or path B.
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The above proof is a constructive one since it will be used for destination-directed routing in Section 5 where we discuss various minimal routing algorithms.
Limited Global Information
There are two t ypes of information in our proposed model. The safety-level-information is used to determine the safety status of a given source and destination pair. This type of information is used to check t h e feasibility of minimal routing at the source node. The other one is used to guide the routing message to the destination through a minimal path. Because such information represents the location of faulty blocks, we call it faulty-block-information. As we will discuss later in Section 5 about adaptive and minimal routing, depending on the type of routing algorithms, these two types of information can be used either independently or combined.
The safety-level-information is used to show the existence of a minimal path between a pair of source and destination nodes. More information is needed to determine a minimal routing path. Recall that for each faulty block we construct four parallel adjacent This case is shown in Figure 6 b. When two faulty blocks are independent, no path information is transferred between these two blocks. For intersected faulty blocks, the path of one faulty block that intersects with another faulty b l o c k should pass path information to the intersected faulty block see the dotted path in Figure 6 a. In Figure 7 
Adaptive and Minimal Routing Algorithms
We propose two algorithms based on di erent fault information. The rst algorithm called destinationdirected routing achieves full adaptivity using RMP. The location of the two closest faulty blocks in two directions of each dimension are kept at each n o d e s o that each source knows its safety level. However, RMP is derived from the destination node. The destinationdirected routing is minimal but can be only used when the source is extended safe. No faulty block information is needed. The second algorithm, also called source-directed routing, uses both safety level information and faulty block information associated with adjacent paths of each faulty b l o c k. In this algorithm there is no need for RMP initiated from the destination.
The destination-directed routing is applied when the source node is extended safe.
The source node sends a signal to the destination node following a path which m a y o r m a y not be minimal.
Upon receiving the signal the destination node sends two signals: one west-bound and one southbound. The west-bound signal establishes path A of RMP and the south-bound signal generates path B of RMP see Figure 5 . Once the source node receives both returning signals from the destination node which means that RMP has been established, it sends the routing message using any adaptive minimal routing.
Once the boundary of path A or path B is met, the remaining routing should follow path A or path B to reach the destination. Note that this algorithm applies only to an extended safe source node; otherwise, the source node may not be able to receive t wo signals from the destination. Also, this algorithm works well when there are many messages from the source to the same destination. Two paths established by t wo returning signals will serve as boundaries to ensure that only minimal paths are generated. The time used in establishing boundary lines will be compensated for by the time saved at each routing.
In a source-directed routing any adaptive minimal routing is used until one path path 1 or path 2 of a faulty b l o c k is met. Such a path can be either noncritical or critical. If the selection of two eligible neighbors does not a ect the minimal routing, then the path is noncritical; otherwise, it is critical. In the case of noncritical the adaptive minimal routing continues without interruption. In the case of a critical path the selection should be done based on the relative location of the destination to the path: However, by appropriately inserting two i n termediate nodes l 1 and l 2 as shown in Figure 9 , we can show t h a t a minimal path exists by applying Theorem 2 to the source-destination pairs: s; l 2 , l 2 ; l 1 , l 1 ; d .
Another issue is to extend the extended safety l e v el to other mesh-connected multicomputers such as 2-D tori and 3-D meshes. A 2-D torus is a 2-D mesh with wrap-around connections. Since a 2-D mesh is a subgraph of a 2-D torus, any solutions for 2-D meshes can be directly applied to 2-D tori. However, since a 2-D torus has extra connections, solutions can be simpli ed and cost can be reduced. Another di erence is that a faulty block may a ect the safety level in both directions of a dimension because of the wraparound links. In 3 the concept of a faulty cube is introduced that spans three dimensions in a 3-D. A similar procedure used to form a faulty block c a n b e applied to form a faulty cube.
Conclusions
In this paper we h a ve proposed a su cient condition for minimal routing in 2-D meshes with faulty blocks. Unlike many other models that assume all the nodes know global fault distribution, our approach is based on the concept of limited fault information. Fault information is distributed on a limited number of nodes while it is still su cient to support minimal routing.
Our approach provides insight on the design of fault-tolerant routing on mesh-connected multicomputers. The proposed extended safety l e v el model is the rst practical model in meshes that captures fault information in a concise format and supports minimal routing. This study shows that the safety level can still by e ectively used in low-dimensional meshes with a proper extension.
